Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)

This MOU is between Federation of Asian Biotech Associations (FABA) whose principle office is at BioAsia Secretariat, 301, Gayatri Nest, Telecom Nagar, Gachibowli, Hyderabadad 500032 acting by the hands of their Business Executive, Ms. Abhi Malik and "AIMed" (Association of Indian Medical Device Industry), whose registered office is at 901-902, Narain Manzil, 23, Barakhamba Road, New Delhi 110001, India acting by the hands of its Forum Coordinator Mr. Rajiv Nath and is entered into on 09th November, 2019.

FABA India and AIMed have together decided to jointly promote the Indian Medical Device Industry in general. Whereas, initially AIMed shall play the supportive role as a Strategic Technical Partner with no financial obligation for the success of BioAsia 2018 to be held on 17th — 19th Feb 2020 at Hyderabad.

FABA India agrees to offer the following to AIMed:

2. FABA agrees to offer a 50% Discount for AIMed Members on the published rates of Event participation fees to registered AIMed Members at rates of BioAsia 2020.
3. AIMed's Logo in Backdrop, Brochure & Advertisement Material and Website as Supporting Organisation.
4. All Booths booked by AIMed Members will carry an AIMed Logo.
5. 3 Full Convention Delegate Passes for Key AIMed Members.

In reciprocation of above, AIMed will support the show by:

6. AIMed will carry the BioAsia 2020 logo on the home page of its official website with a link to BioAsia 2020 website. The logo to be provided by FABA.
7. Send communications from our good offices to promote the show with a special request for all its Members to participate at this Show.
8. Circulating email to AIMed Primary & Associate Members and follow up with them.
10. AIMed will actively support FABA to promote the Show to relevant Trade Associations / Organizations in India and Asia for bringing Buyers & Delegates to India.
11. Speaker Nominations from the Association, if any.

FABA and AIMed will explore further co-operation for the benefit of the Indian Medical Device Manufacturers from time to time.

Signed by          Dated:

Rajiv Nath         Paridhi Gupta
Forum Coordinator  Head — Global Business Development & Partnerships
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